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1. IN:maxJcrION 

Consider a network consisting of a Illlltitude of 

sensors distril::uted over sane region. When a target 

crosses the region, observations will be taken by 

will extract sane FSrameters frCIII the signal and 

camunicate those paraneters to each other. If this 

informatioo ccmrunicated to nodes may be considered 

to be observations at a different level of 

many sensors. These observatioos at the network abstraction, the process of information extraction 

nodes are noisy, partial, and have a varying de<;!ree and catmunication can proceed recursively. 'lbat 

of credibility. Therefore although each individual is, the system functioo can be viewed as a 

sensor may not have enough infornatioo the total distributed pipeline which narr~s the :tassive 

system :ray possess enough infornatioo to track the signal informatioo entering at one end of the 

targets. However the total infornation is pipeline to a small rressage at the other hand. 

distributed in the whole system and cannot be 

collected or processed by any Single node in real

time due to limited call11.1nication and processing 

resources. Nor should it be centrally processed due 

to reliability and vulnerability considerations. 

This process of incremental feature extractioo· 

proceeds fran analog information at one end to 

syntlolic infot1l'ation at the other end of the pipe. 

At one end we have estination-filtering technology 

to extract informatioo fran analog observations and 

The Distributed Sensoc Networks (DSN) problem at the other end we have artificial intelligence 

consists of building a sensor-catmmication- technology to extract hypotheses frCIII syni:lolic 

processing architecture to fuse noisy and FSrtial infonration. Providing a bridge among the two 

observations fran a Il1Jltitude of geographically technologies is a major challenge posed by the DSN 

distributed sensors of varying credibilities. The problem. 

program involves challenging problems of ~shing 

the boondaries of signal pt"ocessing technology, 1.2. mE ClJALI.ENlES OF DISIRIBUTED PRCO'..5snc 

artificial int:elliqence and canp.rt:er conmmicatioo While our world consists of multitudes of 

technology and integrating these disciplines. The concurrent asynchronous loosely coupled processing 

objective c::f this piper is to present sane of the activities, we do not possess adequate formal 

interesting open problem areas ariSing in DSN. 

1.1. FROM SIGNAL PROCESSIN:; 'It) ARTIFICIAL 

INI'ELLIGENCE 

rrethodologies to build systems that have these 

attributes. The mathenatical tqols that we have, 

usually assume a centralized implementation. 

Different signal processing algorithms, for 

Can signal pt"ocessing technology solve the DSN instance, subsume that they will be processed on a 

problem? At the signal level, the infornation single processor. Little is known about organizing 

available to the system is sillilly too massive to be a carmunity of processors to perform a global task. 

camunicated. Therefore, one can expect that nodes 
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Even problems that are trivial in a centralized 

setting becaIe very difficult in a distritoted 

environment. To illustrate the difficulties 

consider a ~e problan such as finding a 

spanning tree in a graJ;i1. A centralized algorithm 

is an easy high school pcogramming problem. NOw 

suP{Xlse the ncx:!es of the gra{:h represent network 

nodes and edges represent c::cmmmication links. Each 

node can cnly observe edges incident on it and 

CC1I1TlJl'IJ.cate with its neighbors. How should we 

design an algorithm (protocol) for the nodes to 

mark the edges of a spmning tree. The generiC 

a5p!Cts of the troolem include the pcoblem cf 

fusing partial ooservations to carplte a global 

object (e.g., the ~ing tree), rrerging canplting 

and ccmnunications to ootain an adequate (optilMl?) 

computation, and coordinating the decisions cf 

distritoted computing agents. These problems are 

far frem having rrethodological solutions and a[:p!ar 

reo.lrrently in most algorithmic problems of a DSN. 

1.3. INTEG~ION 

Finally, we have to consider the problem of 

integration, that is, building a LSN architecture 

which best integrates sensor, signal processing, 

estimation, artificial intelligence, distritoted 

processing and CXJ!lp,lter camunication technologies. 

The v-ery process of integration leads to 

interesting problems where the requirements EX'sed 

by one technology imFact the developnent of other 

technologies. 

2. AN ~ EaiITIaf r..a:ATION SYSl'EM 

As an example for a typical LSN problem consider 

the problem of EX'sition location (Pt.). The problem 

arises' in packet radio networks where two nodes 

within hearing distance can rreasure the range frem 

each other, using a simple protocol. In a narrow 

sense, the EX'sition location problem is that of 

canputing the location of network nodes frem range 

rreasurements between sane node pairs. 

'!be PL problem offers a microcosn of typical DSN 

problems: The observations of ranges are 

distributed, the objects to be canputed (reJ:ative 

EX'sition coordinates) are global, broader 

observations other than range rreasurerrents may be 

incorporated (e.g., knowledge that a given ncxie is 

a vehicle that must be located on a road). 

The increrrental EX'sition location system (I~) to 

be sketched below presents a framework for handling 

increrrental fusion of EX'sitional knowledge from 

distributed observations. The major ideas 

underlying I~ can be sumnarized as follows. 

The system uses hypergra~s to represent its 

EX'sitional knowledge. A hypergra~ consists of a 

set of nodes and a set of hyperedges, where a 

hyperedge is a subset of nodes (a graPl is a 

special case of a hypergraPl where all hyperedges 

coosist of exactly 2 nodes). ~redges are used 

to represent subsets of ncxies whose poSition 

coordinates, relative to a <XtII'Ial coordinate 

system, are known. 

Positional knowledge is increnented using 

gramnatical rules for the fusion of positional 

knowledge. That is, when a set of hyperedges are 

rigidily attached to each other (so that all 

participating nodes may be EX'sitioned in a ccmnon 

coordinate system), they are amalgamated into a 

single hyperedge. For instance, one of the rules 

is that two hyperedges having 3 joint nodes :ray be 

amalgamated together. That is, the EX'sitions of all 

nodes in the two hyt:eredges may be canp.lted 

relative to a single coordinate system. Below we 

daoonstrate the rule scharatically. We call the 

grarrmar consisting of thta rules an amalgamation 

grarrmar. 



the effects of rreasurement errors. It is 
also possible (a matter of current 
research) to identify gross failures 
(e.g., if a unit provides a grossly 
erroneous measurement cne would like to 
detect this as failure rather than 
average this rreasurement with others). 

It is possible to sh~ that the order in which one 

applies the amalgamation rules is imraterial. That 

The system seFGrates the R. problern into structural is, the carpltations would result in the same 

topological analysis ard geanetrical synthesiS. At value. This implies that the application of 

the analysis ~ase the system identifies which amalgamation rules may proceed in an asynchronous 

rules of the amalgamation grarrm:ar stlould be applied 

and in what order. During the geanetrical synthesis 
distributed manner. In fact, the amalgamation 

gramnar provides crude mechanisns to evaluate the 
rJ..-se each cne of the grarrmatical rules is 
t"- extent to whidl one can solve the PL problem using 

interpceted in terms of a pcocedure to catplte localized ca!pltations and catIIIJI1icatioos. 

positions. For example, in the rule presented 

above the system separates the actual canputations current work on IPLS is focused on distributing its 

of positions relative to arrt coordinate system fran canputations, studying 3~irrensional amalgamation 

the fact that two sets of nodes positioned in two granmars, applying the incremental approach to 

rest:ective coordinate systems and having 3 joint other PL problans (e.g., the problem of ~ting 

points may be located in a single coordinate the structure of giant molecules fran kn~ledge of 

system. This separation of geanetry fran the local positional constraints sudl as the length of 

topology has a few advantages: 

1. It is possible to dlange the geanetrical 
algorithms to synthesize positioos 
withou~ having to change the structural 
careinatorial analysis of the pcoblem. 

2. For a mobile system it is poSSible to 
~rform the structural analysis once and 
then use the results of this analysis to 
compute positions while the range 
rreasurenents change (as long as the 
topology does not change the structural 
analYSis remains the sane) • 'Ibis 
simplif ies the canputations 
substantially since the topology might 
be expected to change at a sl~er rate 
than the values of the ranges rreasured. 

3. The system can be sto~d at any rocment 
and provide its curren~ kn~ledge, it 
can keep track of the manner in which it 
reaches results and ~rhaps (a rratter 
for a future researdl) optimize the 
canplltatioos. For instance, it is kn~ 
that ?L computations ~ay exhibit 
numerical instabilities caused by 
successive truncation errors. Such 
error s rray be avoided by optimizing the 
application of the gramnatical rules. 
The system can be augmented to include 
additional amalgamation rules including 
rules provided interactively by the user 
to support the cont:Utation. Finally, 
the system can recognize redundancy of 
informatioo and use it in eliminating 

bonds). Finally, the gramratical appcoach to 

fusion of distributed information seems to extend 

to other distributed problem solving in a DSN. Work 

on extending the approach in these directioo is in 

progress. 

3. NJNLlNEAR ESTIMATlOO Am FILTERlt'G 

Another class of interesting CSN problems concern 

extensioo of esti.."!latioo-filtering technology to 

handle the t:yI:e of observations and parameters to 

be extracted in a IlSN environment. Of psrticular 

significance are two generic issues: First, typical 

processes observed in a OON environment are 

nonlinear counting processes. Second, the problem 

of distrib.ited estirration of distrib.ited tilenarena 

needs to be resolved. 

One possible begining is to observe, model and 

explain similar distrib.ited sensors networks 

designed by nature. One interesting CSN example is 

the inner ear. The inner ear integrates 

distributed observations of counting processes 



represented I:1j the spikes carried over the procedure: the centralized recording of 

different nerve cells. Several questions need to observations (<llD). 'Ihe <llD is replaced in our 

be addressed here: 

1. What is the amoont of information 
carried by • single nerve fiber? 

2. Rao can one cattline the simultaneous 
informatioo from several fibers to gain 
betcer knaoledge about the stimulus? 

'!he processing of inf ornat ion extracted fran 

rrodel by a trethod based upon the concepts of 

parallel and distributed processing. 

open questions are: 

What information should be extracted? 

Hao should it be canbined? 

'!Wo basic 

several nerve fibers appears to be the crucial 'Ihe above problem appears to be a formidable task 

questicn for the understanding of the neural coding due to the canplete lade of previous work on 

taking place in the cochlea. The p:lssibility of distributed processing with counting p:lint process 

estirrating the still1J.lus given the histogram data 

recorded fran adjacent nerve fibers needs to be 

observations. Reformulatioo of the nonlinear 

eStimation problem makes it therefore imperative to 

investigated. By interpreting the d:lservations consider both the theoretical and practical aspects 

derived fran adjacent nerve fibers as a of the proposed distributed recording of 

multiditrensional p:lint ~ocess one arrives at a observations (oro) and the implementation of the 

distributed nonlinear estin'ation mcrle1. central processor (nonlinear filter). 

In view of the above, it is important to 4. ~IZED OPI'IMIZATICfi PIa3LE/'f) 

investigate the p:lssibility of reformulating the 

modeling and nonlinear estin'ation problem with 

counting p:lint process observations. In addressing 

this task we ~Op:lse the investigation of the 

possibility of using concepts of distribJted 

processing and parallel computation. 

The great adlrantac;e of this approach is that it 

yields schemes for distributing the canpltational 

load to various sensor locations. At the location 

of each sensor a simple preprocessing of data will 

take place (for i.nst.ance, counting of a titre events 

in a given time interval). Therefore, it appears 

to be of considerable interest to study hew to 

optimaly take obeervations corresponding to sane 

criteria with or without redundancy of infornation 

of adjacent sensors. Hav ing obtained the 

preprocessed informaticn of each "6£ the sensors, 

the rE!llaining problem is to canbine the data in 

ruch a way as to regain the needed infornation. TO 

achieve this goal we propose to restate the 

nonlinear estin'ation problem I::Tt first questioning 

the essential ingredient in the standard accepted 

Many DSN problems involve design of an optimum 

decentralized algorithm. Hew should one derive 

optimal behavior algorithms for canputer 

camunication networks? The classic approach to the 

problem views the "network as a single entity to 

which a global performance d:ljective is assigned. 

This leads to a centralized optimization problem. 

'Ihe major shortcaning of this awroach is that when 

one has over care the canpleJCity ct deriving an 

optimal solution the network problem is still not 

solved, since the centralized d:ljective usually 

leads to a centralized behavior policy. '!his 

centralized optimal behavior needs to be 

decentralized to serve as an adeiuate solution. 'lbe 

process of decentralization is usually more 

difficult than that of solving the original 

opttmi~ation problem. Therefore decentralization is 

usually an ad-hoc approximation process with little 

formal rrethodological su"WOrt. 

An alternative approach is to view the network as a 

loose collection of interfering agents (i.e., 



nodes, processes), each of which is assigned a 

selfish utility function which it 3:!eks to 

optimize. The J;Xoblem then becares that of finding 

an adequate caltXc:mise aIOOOg the selfish needs of 

the agents. one ualally ac:k>pts Pareto optimality as 

the nonn for rational behavior. That is, the agents 

should select a policy which is not daninated by 

any other policy (in the sense that no subset of 

agents can improve their t:erformance without a 

t:erfornance degradation of sare other agents). 'l11e 

rrajor advantage of this selfish aFProach to optimll 

network behavior, canpared .... ith the global 

aFProach, is that it generates policies that are 

immediately decentralized. 

'nle seliisi'H)ptimization aFProach has been 

successfully applied to two classes of problems: 

the problem of channel access scherre and the 

problem of flow control in virtual-circuit 

networks. Both problems do not lend themselves to a 

global solution (the flow control problem, provably 

so). 'llle selfish approach yields characterization 

of optimum solutions, as well as decentralized 

greedy algor i thIns to obtain them. Moreover, the 

solution separates the problem into establishing 

scme global cost criteria by a centralized 

authority (these corresp:md to sane lagrangian 

multipliers) and decentralized local adaptation 

rules which are based on this global pricing rule. 

This renders the solution. 


